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Chop Commute - See Traffic and Drive Times on Mac Menu Bar
Published on 09/29/16
Massachusetts based InchWest releases Chop Commute 1.61, a Mac app that takes the guess
work out of daily commute by showing real-time traffic and drive times right on the Mac
menu bar. Beat the traffic. Save time and money by leaving for work or home at the right
time. No need to manually check the traffic on your phone to figure out the best time to
get out of work. Long commutes or heavy traffic can easily be avoided by being strategic
about when you leave to or from work.
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts - Indie developer, InchWest is proud to release Chop Commute
1.61, a Mac app that takes the guess work out of daily commute by showing real-time
traffic and drive times right on the Mac menu bar as a tray icon. Beat the traffic - save
time and money by leaving for work or home at the right time.
No need to manually check the traffic on your phone to figure out the best time to get out
of work - Chop commute does the work for you and always shows you the best time right on
the OS X menu bar. Chop commute is like Google Now for OS X, only better since it is
designed specifically to help you get home quicker. Long commutes or heavy traffic can
easily be avoided by being strategic about when you leave to or from work.
Key features of Chop Commute include:
* Live traffic information for almost all countries (using traffic data from Google Maps)
* Status icon displaying color coded commute information
* Save time and money by leaving at the right time
The app is useful for daily commuters (whether to work or school), but currently works
only on Mac computers (Windows version is in the works).
System Requirements:
* OS X 10.10 (El Capitan) or later
* 64-bit processor
* 2.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Chop Commute 1.61 is $4.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide through the Mac App Store in the Travel category. For more information about
Chop Commute or InchWest, please contact Praneeth Veerepalli.
Chop Commute 1.61:
https://inchwest.com/chopcommute/
Purchase and Download (MAS):
https://itunes.apple.com/app/chop-commute-see-current-drive/id1122857018
Screenshot:
https://inchwest.com/images/ccscreen2.png
Application Icon:
https://inchwest.com/images/ccicon.png

Located in Boston, Massachusetts, InchWest is an indie developer creating beautiful,
unique and useful products for iOS, macOS and Windows devices. Their products are built to
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improve productivity and lifestyle by utilizing cutting edge technology. All Material and
Software (C) 2016 InchWest / All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPod, the iPod
logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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